Excerpts from the Digital Design program announcement

V. C. Libraries and Computing Facilities

In order to accommodate all three new programs currently being proposed (Interior Design, Digital Design and Fine Arts), the Littman Library will require additional funds:

- to make significant library acquisitions;
- to upgrade library personnel as the increase in the number of faculty and students using the Library would create a greater demand for services;
- to cover cost of increased demand in interlibrary loan transactions;
- to upgrade facilities to accommodate growing collections and new services.

There are no specific new materials required for accreditation for the Digital Design program beyond what is being requested in the Fine Arts Program Announcement currently under review. By and large, materials currently existing in the library will provide basic coverage although some additional titles need to be acquired.

Books: $10,000

Periodicals and databases: These are the same as those being requested for the BFA program. If the University initiates a fine arts program at the same time as it begins the digital design program, as planned, additional costs would fall within the fine arts program budget and would not be additional for digital design.